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The thunderous roar intensifies as we make our
way through the forest. As it reaches a crescendo,
we suddenly step out of the trees onto the brink of
Saskatchewan's highest waterfall. Peering over the
rocky edge, we watch in awe as the powerful flood
of water plunges 15 metres straight down, sending a
great plume of mist drifting through the green canyon.

H

Hunt Falls' dramatic spectacle is thanks to a
fault line along the Grease River, north of Lake
Athabasca. The Grease is among Saskatchewan's
wildest rivers, starting near the border with the
Northwest Territories and racing south to Lake
Athabasca. Riddled with falls, rapids, and canyons,
the river drops over 200 metres along its final 60
kilometre stretch. Around Hunt Falls it descends 35
metres in three kilometres, the highlight being the
60-metre-wide main falls.
It's not just size that matters. The most compelling
part of Hunt Falls is the drop-dead gorgeous
setting—a rare piece of pristine wilderness with
breathtaking views wherever we turn. This stretch
of river has remained free from fires for many years,
leaving a thick forest that provides an almost unreal
emerald green backdrop to the scene.
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We start our journey at Athabasca Fishing Lodges,
on the south shore of Lake Athabasca across from
Grease Bay, where the river meets the lake. During
the fairly short flight in the Otter float plane, we're
amazed by the striking change in topography.
Athabasca's south shore is mostly low-lying with
sandy shorelines, but when we reach the north
shore, we enter another world of massive granite
outcroppings, huge hills lining deep canyons, and
countless small lakes. The wildest section occurs
where the Grease River constricts, making its last
frenetic descent through a frothing gorge before
Lake Athabasca. It seems fitting that this mighty
river go out with a flourish.
Before long, we glimpse the magical whitewater
landscape around Hunt Falls—not only the main
drop, but the series of cataracts and rapids above
and below. Our pilot, Cliff, swoops over the falls,
then lines up for a landing just above on long,
narrow Eagle Rock Lake, named for the high cliffs
where eagles and other raptors often nest on ledges.
Cliff taxis the plane into a protected cove, and
points out the informal path to the brink of the
falls. We also explore upstream, walking along open
rocky terrain past the series of rapids and drops
between the lake's outlet and the main falls, then
downstream to the edge of the rock-studded pool
where we look up at the magnificent wall of water.

(All photos) Hunt Falls, Grease River,
Saskatchewan.
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 Eagle Rock Lake
above Hunt Falls on
the Grease River.
The view from the
campsite.

The name of the falls can be confusing. Northerners
generally call this Lefty's Falls, after bush pilot H.B.
"Lefty" McLeod. Officially, however, the name is
Hunt Falls, named after W.E.D. Hunt, a serviceman
in the Royal Canadian Naval Reserve who lost his
life in World War II, while the initial two-metre drop
from the lake is McLeod Falls, named after "Lefty".
We flew here with a canoe strapped to a pontoon of
the float plane, so we have the chance to explore the
seldom-visited east side of the falls during our fourday stay. To get there, we paddle to the other side
of Eagle Rock Lake's outlet, hugging the opposite
shore of the narrow lake to avoid being sucked into
the current. From here the outlet looks surprisingly
innocuous—a mere gap in the forest with smooth
water and little hint of the maelstrom just beyond.
Safely past, we pull onto shore, drag the canoe out of
the water, then look for a way up the ridge through
the thick forest. Unlike the west side of the falls, this
side has no sign that anyone has been here. We start
our trek by squeezing between trees growing so close
together they look like an impenetrable barrier. Up
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shore, sandwiched between the water and 50-metrehigh cliffs that inspired the lake's name. Behind
us, a boisterous peregrine falcon takes issue with us
intruding near his territory. From our campsite, we
enjoy stunning views in the soft evening light across
Before long, we're rewarded with views that make
the lake, or in early morning when the rising sun
it all worthwhile. The higher vantage point reveals
backlights mist from the falls drifting high above
not only the main falls but also the series of rapids
above. Farther upstream loom the cliffs of Eagle Rock the canyon. If there were ever a prize for the most
beautiful place in Saskatchewan, Hunt Falls would
Lake, while downstream, massive hills near shore
force the river to make a sharp turn into yet another be a top contender.
whitewater canyon.
the ridge, the forest opens somewhat, though now
we're confronted with deadfall lying like scattered
pickup sticks.

 Cliffs lining Eagle
Rock Lake, Grease
River.

Scrambling down the steep slope, we make our
way to the flat rocky ledges lining the brink of the
falls. Below us we see the unusual mist meadow.
Prevailing north-westerly winds carry fine mist from
the falls, keeping this area perpetually soaked and
lush green, reminiscent of a tropical garden.
Eagle Rock Lake is also a joy to explore. With
outstanding fishing, we can afford to be picky,
releasing fish that are too small or too big, keeping
only one northern pike the right size for supper.
We choose a campsite on a semi-open knoll on the
www.PrairiesNorth.com
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Hunt Falls

Float plane at Athabasca Fishing Lodges,
Lake Athabasca, Saskatchewan.
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Want to Visit
Saskatchewan's
Largest Waterfall?
Despite being remote, with no road access, Hunt
Falls is fairly easy to visit, since float planes can land
on Eagle Rock Lake and taxi into the protected cove.
From here it's a 10-15 minute walk to the falls. The
most convenient departure point is Stony Rapids,
40 kilometres to the southeast, and home to a major
float plane base.
Most straightforward is chartering a plane that
will wait while you make a short visit to the falls.
Those comfortable with wilderness camping can get
dropped off then picked up a few days later. Better
yet is to arrange to take a canoe, making it possible
to explore farther afield. Be prepared for absolute
solitude. Seeing other people is highly unlikely, and
apart from the jet trails high above, there's nothing
to remind you that the modern world even exists.
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